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Abstract—We analyze the generalization ability of joint-
training meta learning algorithms via the Gibbs algorithm. Our
exact characterization of the expected meta generalization error
for the meta Gibbs algorithm is based on symmetrized KL
information, which measures the dependence between all meta-
training datasets and the output parameters, including task-
specific and meta parameters. Additionally, we derive an exact
characterization of the meta generalization error for the super-
task Gibbs algorithm, in terms of conditional symmetrized KL
information within the super-sample and super-task framework
introduced in [1] and [2], respectively. Our results also enable
us to provide novel distribution-free generalization error upper
bounds for these Gibbs algorithms applicable to meta learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

In meta learning problems,1 we have access to multiple
related tasks generated from a task environment, and our goal
is to capture the shared information among all tasks and
construct a model that can generalize to new tasks drawn
from the same environment. State-of-the-art meta learning
algorithms—such as [3]—have been successfully used in a
wide range of applications, including object detection, data
mining, few-shot learning, continual learning, and natural
language processing [4]–[8].

Various analyses have been pursued to explain the success
of meta learning. For example, [9] introduces the task envi-
ronment concept in meta learning, and derives generalization
upper bounds via uniform convergence. Other techniques,
such as PAC-Bayesian and information-theoretic approaches,
have been adopted to construct generalization error bounds,
demonstrating both environment and task-level dependencies
in the generalization behavior of meta learning. High proba-
bility PAC-Bayesian bounds have been proposed in [10]–[14].
Inspired by [15]–[17], information-theoretic upper bounds
on the expected generalization error of meta learning are
developed in [18], and later refined in [19], which bounds
the meta generalization error using mutual information for
both joint-training2 and alternate-training3 algorithms. More
recently, [2] develops upper bounds on the meta generalization
error in terms of evaluated conditional mutual information
via a super-task framework, which extends the super-sample
approach in [1]. However, it is important to appreciate that
such upper bounds may not fully capture the generalization

1a.k.a. lifelong learning or learning to learn
2Meta and task-specific parameters are updated within the same dataset.
3Meta parameters and task-specific parameters are updated within two

different datasets.

ability of a meta learning algorithm, as the tightness of the
bounds is subject to the limitations of the bounding technique.

In contrast to such approaches, we develop exact charac-
terizations of the generalization errors for joint-training meta
learning algorithms via the Gibbs algorithm. We model the
empirical meta risk minimization algorithm proposed by [19]
via a meta Gibbs algorithm. We also consider a super-task
Gibbs algorithm inspired by the super-task framework in [2].

Our main contributions of this work are as follows:
• We provide an exact characterization of the meta gener-

alization error for the meta Gibbs algorithm in terms of
symmetrized KL information.

• We provide an exact characterization of the meta general-
ization error for the Gibbs algorithm in super-task frame-
work [2] using conditional symmetrized KL information.

• Using our exact characterizations of the meta general-
ization error, we provide distribution-free upper bounds,
which expose the convergence rate of the meta gener-
alization error of the joint-training Gibbs algorithms in
terms of the number of samples and tasks.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Our exact characterizations involve various information
measures. If P and Q are probability measures over space
X , and P is absolutely continuous with respect to Q, the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between P and Q is given
by D(P∥Q) ≜

∫
X log

(
dP
dQ

)
dP . If Q is also absolutely

continuous with respect to P , the symmetrized KL divergence
(i.e., Jeffrey’s divergence [20]) is

DSKL(P∥Q) ≜ D(P∥Q) +D(Q∥P ). (1)

The mutual information between random variables X and Y is
the KL divergence between the joint distribution and product-
of-marginal distribution I(X;Y ) ≜ D(PX,Y ∥PX ⊗ PY ).
Swapping the role of PX,Y and PX ⊗ PY in mutual infor-
mation, we obtain the lautum information introduced by [21],

L(X;Y ) ≜ D(PX ⊗ PY ∥PX,Y ). (2)

The symmetrized KL information [22] between X and Y is

ISKL(X;Y )≜DSKL(PX,Y ∥PX ⊗ PY )=I(X;Y ) + L(X;Y ).

The conditional mutual information between two random
variables X and Y conditioned on Z is the KL divergence
between PX,Y |Z and PX|Z ⊗ PY |Z averaged over PZ ,

I(X;Y |Z) ≜ EPZ
[D(PX,Y |Z=z∥PY |Z=z ⊗ PX|Z=z)].
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Similarly, we can define the conditional lautum information
L(X;Y |Z) and the conditional symmetrized KL information

ISKL(X;Y |Z) ≜ I(X;Y |Z) + L(X;Y |Z). (3)

The (γ, π(y), f(y, x))-Gibbs distribution (a.k.a. Gibbs pos-
terior [23]), which was first proposed by [24] in statistical
mechanics and further investigated by [25] in information
theory, is defined as:

P γ
Y |X(y|x) ≜ π(y) e−γf(y,x)

Vf (x, γ)
, γ ≥ 0, (4)

where γ is the inverse temperature, π(y) is a prior distribution
on Y , f(y, x) is energy function, and

Vf (x, γ) ≜
∫

π(y)e−γf(y,x)dy (5)

is the partition function.

III. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Motivations for Gibbs Algorithm: In supervised learning,
the Gibbs algorithm can be viewed as a randomized empirical
risk minimization (ERM) algorithm. In addition, the Stochastic
Gradient Langevin Dynamics (SGLD) algorithm is known to
converge to the Gibbs algorithm [26]. The Gibbs algorithm
can also be interpreted as the solution to the KL-divergence-
regularized ERM problem [16], [27], [28]. For more detailed
discussions of the Gibbs algorithm, see, e.g., [29].

Gibbs Algorithm and Generalization Error: An exact
characterization of the generalization error of the Gibbs algo-
rithm in terms of symmetrized KL information is provided in
[29] for supervised learning. The authors also provide a gener-
alization error upper bound with the rate of O(1/n) under the
sub-Gaussian assumption, where n is the number of training
samples. An information-theoretic upper bound with a similar
O(1/n) rate is provided by [30] for the Gibbs algorithm
with bounded loss function, and PAC-Bayesian bounds using
a variational approximation of Gibbs posteriors are studied
by [31]. Both [32], [33] focus on bounding the excess risk of
the Gibbs algorithm in supervised learning. The generalization
errors of the Gibbs algorithm in transfer learning and semi-
supervised learning settings have been analyzed in [34] and
[35], respectively.

Other Analysis of Meta Learning: Besides the
information-theoretic approach to analyze generalization error,
there are other analyses of meta learning. For example, the
uniform convergence analysis of meta learning is first con-
ducted in [9], and [36] adopts the tool of algorithmic stability.
Distribution-dependent lower bounds on the meta learning
algorithms are provided in [37].

IV. META GENERALIZATION ERROR OF THE META GIBBS
ALGORITHM

A. Problem Formulation

In meta learning, we aim to learn a model from multiple
meta-training tasks that generalize to an unseen new task.
Following [9], [19], we assume that all tasks are generated

DM1:m
PU |DM1:m

Base-Learner

U

DM1:m

PW1:m|U,DM1:m

Meta-Learner

W1:m

Fig. 1. Joint-training meta learning algorithm

from a common environment τ with a meta distribution Pτ

over the probability measures defined on Z as the space of
data samples. We denote m different meta-training tasks i.i.d.
drawn from the meta distribution as Mi ∼ Pτ , i ∈ [m].
Without loss of generality, we assume that there are n training
samples DMi

= {ZMi
j }nj=1 for each meta-training task Mi,

which are generated (not necessarily i.i.d.) from the source
distribution PDMi

.
As all tasks, including the unseen test task, are generated

from the same meta distribution Pτ , we can use a meta
parameter U ∈ U to capture the shared knowledge among
all tasks and W1:m = (W1, · · · ,Wm) to denote the task
specific-parameters. Here, we adopt a similar formulation as in
the two-stage transfer learning considered by [34], where the
performance of (U,Wi) is measured by a non-negative loss
function ℓ : U ×W×Z → R+

0 . Thus, we define the following
individual empirical risk for a single meta-training task Mi

LE(U,Wi, DMi) ≜
1

n

n∑
j=1

ℓ(U,Wi, Z
Mi
j ), (6)

and the joint empirical risk for all meta-training tasks

LE(U,W1:m, DM1:m) ≜
1

m

m∑
i=1

LE(U,Wi, DMi). (7)

A meta learning algorithm, shown in Figure 1, can be
decomposed into two components, i.e., a meta-learner and a
base-learner. The meta-learner maps all the dataset of training
tasks to a random meta parameter PU |DM1:m

, and the base-
learner maps the meta parameter and dataset of each task to
specific parameters, i.e., PW1:m|U,DM1:m

=
∏n

i=1 PWi|U,DMi
.

We focus on the joint-training meta learning algorithm de-
fined in [19]. In a joint-training algorithm, the training dataset
DM1:m

are used to obtain all the task-specific parameters
W1:m and meta parameter U jointly, which gives the following
definition of empirical meta risk for meta parameter U ,

LE(U,DM1:m
) ≜

1

m

m∑
i=1

EPWi|U,DMi
[LE(U,Wi, DMi

)]. (8)

To evaluate the quality of the meta parameter U , an unseen
test task T is drawn from the environment τ with distribution
Pτ . We now define the population meta risk as follows,

LP (U, τ)≜ EPτ

[
EPDT

[EPWT |U,DT
[LP (U,WT , PDT

)]]
]
, (9)

where DT contains n samples drawn from the test task T , and
LP (U,W,PD) = EPD

[LE(U,W,D)] denotes the standard
population risk.
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Finally, the expected meta generalization error that quanti-
fies the generalizability of meta learning is

gen(PW1:m|U,DM1:m
, PU |DM1:m

, τ)

≜ EPτ

[
EPU,DM1:m

[LP (U, τ)− LE(U,DM1:m
)]
]
. (10)

To understand the generalization error in meta learn-
ing, we consider the following meta Gibbs algorithm, i.e.,
(γ, π(u,w1:m), LE(u,w1:m, dM1:m

))-Gibbs algorithm,

P γ
W1:m,U |DM1:m

(w1:m, u|dM1:m
)

=
π(u,w1:m)e−γLE(u,w1:m,dM1:m

)

V (dM1:m
, γ)

. (11)

Note that this meta Gibbs algorithm is defined by learning
U and W1:m jointly. Due to the structure in the joint em-
pirical risk LE(U,W1:m, DM1:m), it can be verified that the
induced base-learner satisfies the condition PW1:m|U,DM1:m

=∏n
i=1 PWi|U,DMi

, i.e., Wi only depends on DMi conditioning
on the meta-parameter U .

B. Characterization of Expected Meta Generalization Error

The following theorem provides an exact characterization
of the expected meta generalization error of the meta Gibbs
algorithm using symmetrized KL information. Due to space
limitations, all the detailed proofs are provided in [38].

Theorem 1: For the meta Gibbs algorithm in (11), the
expected meta generalization error is

gen(P γ
W1:m,U |DM1:m

, τ)=
EPτ

[ISKL(U,W1:m;DM1:m
)]

γ
.

Theorem 1 only assumes that the meta-training tasks PDMi

are i.i.d generated from Pτ , and it holds even when the n
samples in DMi = {ZMi

j }nj=1 are not i.i.d.
Some basic properties of the expected meta generalization

error can be proved directly from the properties of sym-
metrized KL information.

a) Non-negativity: The non-negativity of the expected
meta generalization error, i.e., gen(P γ

W1:m,U |DM1:m
, τ) ≥ 0,

follows from the non-negativity of ISKL(U,W1:m;DM1:m).
b) Concavity: It is shown in [22] that the symmetrized

KL information ISKL(X;Y ) is a concave function of PX for
fixed PY |X . Thus, we have

EPτ
[ISKL(P

γ
W1:m,U |DM1:m

, PDM1:m
)]

≤ ISKL(P
γ
W1:m,U |DM1:m

,EPτ
[PDM1:m

]). (12)

Note that EPτ
[PDM1:m

] can be viewed as the mixture of
all task distributions PDMi

from the environment τ aver-
aged with Pτ . From Theorem 1, an operational interpretation
of this inequality is that for fixed meta Gibbs algorithm
P γ
W1:m,U |DM1:m

, the meta generalization error will increase
if we mix the datasets from different meta-training tasks,
compared to treating different meta-training tasks separately.

To deepen our understanding of the meta Gibbs algorithm,
we apply the expansion of lautum information in [21, Eq. (52)]
and chain rule of mutual information to Theorem 1,

ISKL(U,W1:m;DM1:m)

= ISKL(U ;DM1:m) + I(W1:m;DM1:m |U) (13)
+D(PW1:m|U∥PW1:m|U,M1:m

|PUPM1:m).

Here, the first ISKL(U ;DM1:m
) term reflects the generalization

error caused by learning the shared meta parameter U , and the
remaining conditional information and divergence terms cor-
respond to the generalization error in task-specific parameters.

C. Example: Mean Estimation

We now generalize the mean estimation problem considered
in [29], [34] to the meta-learning setting, where the sym-
metrized KL information can be computed easily.

Consider the problem of estimating the mean µ ∈ Rd of
the test task using samples from m different meta-training
tasks DM1:m = {{ZMi

j }nj=1}mi=1, and DT = {ZT
j }nj=1, where

each task has n i.i.d. samples. We assume that the samples
from the meta-training and test tasks satisfying E[ZMi ] = µMi

and cov[ZMi ] = σ2
ZId, ∀i ∈ [m], and E[ZT ] = µT and

cov[ZT ] = σ2
ZId, respectively. Thus, the environment τ will

generate tasks with different mean µMi ∼ N (0, σ2
τId), but the

covariance matrices of all tasks are the same. We adopt the
following regularized mean-squared loss ℓ(w,u, z) = α∥z −
w∥22 + (1 − α)∥u − w∥22, for w,u, z ∈ Rd, α ∈ [0, 1], and
assume uniform distribution over the entire space (improper
prior) π(w) to simplify the computation.

For this setting, the (γ, π(u,w1:m), LE(u,wi, dMi
)))-

Gibbs algorithm is given by the Gaussian posterior distri-
bution, P γ

W1:m,U |DM1:m
∼ N (µW1:m,U ,Σ), where µW1:m,U ∈

R(m+1)d, and

µWi = αZ̄Mi + (1− α)Z̄M1:m , µU = Z̄M1:m . (14)

Here, the notations

Z̄Mi ≜
1

n

n∑
j=1

ZMi
j , Z̄M1:m ≜

1

m

m∑
i=1

Z̄Mi , (15)

are sample means of each meta-training task and the sample
mean across all training tasks, respectively. Moreover, the
covariance matrix has the following structure,

Σ−1=
2γ

m


Id · · · 0 (α− 1)Id
...

. . .
...

...
0 · · · Id (α− 1)Id

(α− 1)Id · · · (α− 1)Id m(1− α)Id

,
which demonstrates the conditional independence between Wi

and Wj given U for any i ̸= j.
Since P γ

W1:m,U |DM1:m
is Gaussian, the symmetrized KL

information does not depend on the distribution PMi

Z as long
as cov[ZMi ] = σ2

ZId, i.e.,

ISKL(U,W1:m;DM1:m) =
2γα((m− 1)α+ 1)dσ2

Z

mn
. (16)
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From Theorem 1, the expected meta generalization error of
this algorithm can be computed exactly as:

gen(P γ
W1:m,U |DM1:m

, τ) =
2α2dσ2

Z

n
+

2α(1− α)dσ2
Z

mn
, (17)

which gives a rate of O( d
mn + d

n ).
When α = 1, the loss function ℓ(w,u, z) = ∥z−w∥22 does

not depend on the meta parameter u anymore, which suggests
no interaction between different meta-training tasks, and U
can be set arbitrarily. Thus, the meta generalization error in
(17) reduces to 2dσ2

Z

n , which is precisely the generalization
error of the ERM algorithm with n i.i.d samples from PT

Z in
supervised learning setting (see, [29]).

When α = 0, the loss function ℓ(w,u, z) = ∥u − w∥22
does not depend on any samples. In this case, the meta
generalization error in (17) is 0.

For general α ∈ (0, 1), it can be verified that the meta
generalization error is always smaller than 2dσ2

Z

n , i.e., the
generalization error of ERM in supervised learning.

Remark 1 (Effect of Pτ ): As shown in (17), the meta
generalization error of this mean estimation problem does not
depend on the meta distribution Pτ , where the variance σ2

τ

captures the diversity of the means µMi
for different meta-

training tasks. One reason is that the effect of the means is
canceled out in meta generalization error by subtracting the
empirical meta risk from the population meta risk. Although
different σ2

τ do not change meta generalization errors in this
example, a large σ2

τ implies less similarity between different
tasks, and it will lead to large population meta risks. Another
reason is that we set sample variance σ2

Z to be the same across
all tasks. When environment τ generates tasks with different
sample variances, meta generalization error will depend on Pτ .

V. META GENERALIZATION ERROR OF THE SUPER-TASK
GIBBS ALGORITHM

In this section, we analyze the super-task framework for
meta-learning introduced in [2] from the perspective of the
Gibbs algorithm, and we offer the exact characterization of
the meta generalization error. All proofs are provided in [38].

A. Notation

We adopt the notation used in [2] for this section. The matrix
Z ∈ Zn×4m represents the entire dataset, where we divide the
columns of the matrix into 2m groups. Each group consists
of a pair of columns, where the first and second columns are
the first group, the third and fourth form the second group,
and so on. Each group contains 2n samples i.i.d. generated
from the same meta task drawn from the meta distribution Pτ .
The columns in each group are labeled, with the first column
labeled 0 and the second column labeled 1. We introduce the
notation Zj,l ∈ Z2m, where j ∈ [n] and l ∈ {0, 1}, as a row
vector formed by the j-th element in the column labeled by l
in each of the 2m groups.

To differentiate between different meta tasks, we further
label these 2m tasks with (i, k) for i ∈ [m] and k ∈ {0, 1}. In
addition, we use super-scripts to choose the (i, k)-th meta-task

Fig. 2. A graphical representation of the notation system. We chose m = 2,
i.e., 4 meta tasks, and n = 4, i.e., 8 data samples per task.

among the 2m tasks. Thus, Zi,k
j,l ∈ Z is the (i, k)-th element

of the vector Zj,l. As shown in Fig. 2, we use superscripts to
select among tasks and subscripts to select among samples.

We define a meta-training task membership vector Ŝ ∈
{0, 1}m, where each element Ŝi is i.i.d. drawn from
Bern(1/2). The meta-training tasks are selected according to
the elements in {(i, Ŝi) : i ∈ [m]} and the meta test tasks
are selected according to {(i,−Ŝi) : i ∈ [m]}, where −Ŝi ≜
1− Ŝi. Within each meta task, we have 2n data samples, and
we randomly select half of them as the training samples and
the remaining as the test samples using a randomly generated
matrix S ∈ {0, 1}n×2m, where the elements Si,k

j are drawn
from Bern(1/2) for i ∈ [m], k ∈ 0, 1, and j ∈ [n]. Each
column of S is a binary vector of length n that indicates
which sample is selected as the training data. Our complete
meta-training dataset is formed by {Zi,Ŝi

j,S
i,Ŝi
j

}m,n
i,j=1.

B. Characterization of Expected Meta Generalization Error
For given membership variables S and Ŝ, we can rewrite the

individual empirical risk for task (i, Ŝi) under this super-task
framework as

LE(U,W
i,Ŝi ,Zi,Ŝi

S ) ≜
1

n

n∑
j=1

ℓ(U,W i,Ŝi ,Zi,Ŝi

j,S
i,Ŝi
j

), (18)

and the joint empirical risk for all meta-training tasks as

LE(U,W
Ŝ ,ZŜ

S ) ≜
1

k

k∑
i=1

LE(U,W
i,Ŝi ,Zi,Ŝi

S ). (19)

We can consider the super-task Gibbs algorithm for
meta-training tasks using the joint empirical risk, i.e.,
(γ, π(u,wŜ), LE(u,w

Ŝ ,ZŜ
S ))-Gibbs algorithm

P γ

W Ŝ ,U |S,Ŝ,Z
(wŜ , u) =

π(u,wŜ)e−γLE(u,wŜ ,ZŜ
S )

V1

(
ZŜ

S , γ
) , (20)

for those meta test tasks, the task specific weights W−Ŝ are
obtained by (γ, π(w−Ŝ), LE(u,w

−Ŝ ,Z−Ŝ
S ))-Gibbs algorithm

for a given U = u,

P γ

W−Ŝ |U,S,Ŝ,Z
(w−Ŝ) =

π(w−Ŝ)e−γLE(u,w−Ŝ ,Z−Ŝ
S )

V2(U,Z
−Ŝ
S , γ)

.
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Inspired by [2], we define the following four different types
of losses using the membership variables S and Ŝ.

L̂ = E
[
LE

(
U,W Ŝ ,ZŜ

S

)]
, L̄ = E

[
LE

(
U,W Ŝ ,ZŜ

−S

)]
,

L̃ = E
[
LE

(
U,W−Ŝ ,Z−Ŝ

S

)]
, LP = E

[
LE

(
U,W−Ŝ ,Z−Ŝ

−S

)]
,

where L̂ is the expected empirical meta risk evaluated on
meta-training tasks, LP is the population meta risk evaluated
on unseen tasks. The remaining two losses are the expected
auxiliary test loss L̄, which is the loss on test data for training
tasks, and the expected auxiliary training loss L̃, which is the
loss on training data for test tasks.

The expected meta generalization error in super-task setting
is gen(PW Ŝ ,U |S,Ŝ,Z , τ) ≜ EPτ

[LP − L̂].
The following theorem characterizes the meta generaliza-

tion error using conditional symmetrized KL information by
decomposing it into these four different types of losses.

Theorem 2: For the super-task Gibbs algorithm defined
in (20), it can be shown

1)
(
LP + L̄+ L̃+ L̂

)
− γL̂ =

4

γ
ISKL

(
U,W Ŝ ;S, Ŝ|Z

)
,

2)
(
L̄− L̂

)
=

2

γ
ISKL

(
U,W Ŝ ;S|Ŝ,Z

)
,

3)
(
L̃− L̂

)
=

2

γ
ISKL

(
U,W Ŝ ; Ŝ|S,Z

)
,

4)
(
LP − L̃

)
=

2

γ
ISKL

(
W−Ŝ ;S|U, Ŝ,Z

)
,

and the meta generalization error is given by

gen(PW Ŝ ,U |S,Ŝ,Z , τ) (21)

=
2

γ
EPτ

[
ISKL

(
W−Ŝ ;S|U, Ŝ,Z

)
+ ISKL

(
U,W Ŝ ; Ŝ|S,Z

)]
.

As shown in Theorem 2, the meta generalization error can
be decomposed into two symmetrized KL information terms
ISKL

(
U,W Ŝ ; Ŝ|S,Z

)
and ISKL

(
W−Ŝ ;S|U, Ŝ,Z

)
, which

represents LP − L̃ and L̃− L̂, respectively.

VI. DISTRIBUTION-FREE UPPER BOUND

In this section, we present distribution-free upper bounds
for the meta Gibbs algorithm and super-task Gibbs algorithm.
These bounds characterize the relationship between the meta
generalization error and the number of tasks m and the
number of samples per task n. It can be utilized in situations
where direct computation of symmetrized KL information is
challenging. All detailed proofs are provided in [38].

In the following Theorem, we provide the distribution-
free upper bound on meta Gibbs algorithm by combining
Theorem 1 and [19, Theorem 5.1].

Theorem 3: Suppose that the meta target training samples
DMi

= {ZMi
j }nj=1 are i.i.d generated from the distribution

PMi

Z , and the non-negative loss function ℓ(u,w,Z) is σmeta-
sub-Gaussian under distribution Z ∼ PMi

Z and Mi ∼ Pτ

for all u ∈ U and w ∈ W . If we further assume Cmeta ≤

L(U,W1:m;DM1:m
)

I(U,W1:m;DM1:m
) for some Cmeta ≥ 0, then for the meta Gibbs

algorithm in (11), we have

gen(P γ
W1:m,U |DM1:m

, τ) ≤ 2σ2
metaγ

(1 + Cmeta)mn
. (22)

As shown in [16], the sub-Gaussian condition in Theorem 3
holds for all bounded loss functions.

Remark 2: In comparison to the meta generalization upper
bounds of the general meta learning algorithm in [2], [19] that
scale as O( 1√

mn
), we prove that the meta generalization error

of meta Gibbs algorithm has a faster convergence rate O( 1
mn ).

Remark 3: It can be verified easily that the loss function
ℓ(w,u, z) considered in the mean estimation example in Sec.
IV-C is not bounded and does not satisfy the sub-Gaussian
assumption in Theorem 3, which results in a rate of O( 1

mn+
1
n )

instead of the faster rate O( 1
mn ).

The following distribution-free upper bound on the super-
task Gibbs algorithm can be obtained by combining Theorem 2
and [2, Corollary 1].

Theorem 4: If the non-negative loss function is bounded,
i.e., ℓ(u,w, z) ∈ [0, 1], then for the super-task Gibbs algorithm
defined in (20), we have

gen(PW Ŝ ,U |S,Ŝ,Z , τ) ≤
γ

m
+

γ

n
. (23)

Remark 4: Compared with the bound in Theorem 3, the
rate we obtained using super task framework is O( 1

m + 1
n ),

which is sub-optimal. We believe this is due to the triangle
inequality LP − L̂ ≤ |LP − L̃|+ |L̃− L̂| used by the two-step
method in [2, Theorem 1], where a similar sub-optimal bound
using this approach is obtained in [2, Corollary 6]. Although
Theorem 2 adopts a similar decomposition involving L̃, our
characterization of the meta generalization error is exact.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

We characterize the meta generalization error for the joint-
training approach via the meta Gibbs algorithm in terms of
symmetrized KL information and the super-task Gibbs algo-
rithm in terms of conditional symmetrized KL information,
respectively. We also develop distribution-free upper bounds,
which yield better estimates of the convergence rate compared
to those available in the existing literature. In future work,
we plan to extend our framework to the alternate-training
approach. This will include applying asymptotic analysis—
similar to [39]—and provide an exact characterization in the
asymptotic regime in which γ → ∞.
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